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The MARS Diagnostic Analysis Tool (DAT)

An approach to diagnose the causes of ecological degradation  
of water bodies

What is it about?

Water bodies are subject to multiple man-made 
stressors with individual or combined adverse ef-
fects on the ecological status. This results in a 
loss of biodiversity – sensitive species disappear 
and tolerant species, such as neobiota, thrive. In 
consequence, many water bodies are of poor eco-
logical status.

To improve ecological status and to derive appro-
priate management and restoration options, it is 
necessary to know the causes of ecological degra-
dation. Yet, often the ecological assessment does 
not identify the causes itself. Here, the MARS 
DAT provides a tool to fill this gap. It is a diag-
nostic tool that aims to help water body manag-
ers identify and rank potential causes of ecolog-
ical degradation at the scale of individual water 
bodies.

What is the DAT?

The DAT is a statistical approach that combines 
probabilities and knowledge rules of cause-effect 
relationships. A knowledge rule might be: “it is 
impossible to achieve good status for this stream 
water body, if riparian shading is completely ab-
sent”. The probability then comes in to better ac-
count for the strength of this knowledge rule, as 
there might exist exceptional cases where good 
status is achievable even without riparian shad-
ing: “it is 95% impossible to achieve good status 
for this stream water body, if riparian shading 
is completely absent”. The knowledge rules and 
probabilities are then combined using a  Bayesian 
network. The network statistically combines all 
probablilities and allows of a backward diagnosis 
from ecological status to the potential causes of 
degradation.

The DAT also provides a prognostic tool that al-
lows of estimating probabilities of ecological sta-
tus effects conditional on the user’s indication of 
the status of selected causes of deterioration.

How does DAT work?

The DAT is accesible through the Freshwater 
Information Platform (FIP) via a graphical user 
interface. The user is asked to indicate values or 
ranges of selected biological diagnostic metrics, 
which represent ecological status. The underlying 
Bayesian network then calculates the probabil-
ities of selected causes of degradation and pro-
vides both a graphical and tabular representation 
of the results. Additional textual information is 
provided to help identify the causes and derive 
appropriate management options. 

MARS has developed several prototypes includ-
ing phytoplankton, benthic invertebrates and fish 
and representing lowland and alpine rivers. The 
prototypes are applicable only to the respective 
water body types, for which they have been de-
veloped. The application beyond these types is 
not recommended without verification and adap-
tation of the underlying knowledge rules.

The methodology is described in the MARS  
Deliverable 7.1, available for download here: 
http://www.mars-project.eu/files/download/de-
liverables/MARS_D7.1_suite_of_tools_1.pdf.

You can access the MARS DAT here:
http://www.freshwaterplatform.eu/in-
dex.php/mars-diagnostic-tools.html

http://www.freshwaterplatform.eu/
http://www.freshwaterplatform.eu/
http://www.mars-project.eu/files/download/deliverables/MARS_D7.1_suite_of_tools_1.pdf
http://www.mars-project.eu/files/download/deliverables/MARS_D7.1_suite_of_tools_1.pdf
http://www.freshwaterplatform.eu/index.php/mars-diagnostic-tools.html
http://www.freshwaterplatform.eu/index.php/mars-diagnostic-tools.html
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 Answer to the diagnostic questions one by one. Unknown answers can be left unknown. 

 Read of the probabilities of the potential causes of deterioration.

 Adjust the display of probabilities to allow for best representation of the potential causes.

Three steps to diagnose using the DAT
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Tabular display of causes in 
descending order of probability

Further information  
and useful links

Info buttons explaining 
the diagnostic metrics

Query section with questions 
relevant for the diagnosis

Probability trimming adjusts 
the results display in the radar plot

Abstract characterizing the model 
features and applicability

Click on a cause to  
get more information

Results section displays the 
probabilities of individual causes  
in a radar plot
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A click on a cause name in the diagnostic part (or a metric name in the prognostic part) of the DAT will open 
a window with useful background information and potential management options.  

Interested users, who wish to tailor existing prototypes or develop new diagnostic tools may wish to consult the 
“cookbook” at http://www.mars-project.eu/files/download/deliverables/MARS_D7.1_suite_of_tools_1.pdf. The 
cookbook provides a stepwise methodology of the development and implementation of a Bayesian diagnostic 
network.  For further information, please contact christian.feld@mars-project.eu.

Background information  
about stressors

Background information  
about used metrics

Hierarchical order  
of causes

Background information  
about diagnosis and prognosis

Besides the graphical display of the probabilities of the causes, there is a tabular output showing the causes in 
hierarchical order. Under “Read more”, the user is provided with useful links that may help diagnose the causes of 
deterioration, for instance, at the broader catchment scale, and calculate the diagostic metrics based on a list of 
species.
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